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CALIFORNIAN WINS US$400,000 

Catalogue Value GIVEAWAY PRIZE 
 

At  the APS 
AMER-
ISTAMP 
EXPO on 
January 
12th,2008 John 
Shedlock ‘s 
name was 
drawn out of 
more than half 
a million en-

tries by Miss New Jersey in North Carolina 
and he was flown all the way there to col-
lect his prize: the famous US 1918 24c Air 
Mail error with Inverted Centre, one of 
only 100 copies, absolutely free! Shedlock 
said he would keep the prize for a few 
years before selling it. (Since I’ve never 
seen a straight-edged C3a before it will be 
interesting to see how much it would fetch 
at auction. Would readers like to hazard a 
guess?) 
 
This was the culmination of a year-long 
promotion by STAMPWANTS President 
and CEO Mark Rosenberg in which any 
adult could take part online by registering 
and submitting as many entries as one 
liked limited to one a day on their website 
with no obligation to buy. Membership 
soared from 4,000 to 20,000 by year’s end, 
a spokesman revealed. 
 
As if that wasn’t generous enough, even 
the first Runner-Up was eligible for an-
other Giveaway Prize, which was a mint 
set of 3 of the coveted US 1930 Zeppelins 
that has a market value of $8,000 to 
$10,000! His name is Michael Flanagan.  
As far as I know there was no inkling there 
would be such a sweet consolation prize 
until the day of the draw. 
 
The question now is: what will Mark 
Rosenberg do for an encore? I believe he is 
planning another promotion already! 
 

STAMPING BEHIND THE 

(FORMER) BAMBOO CURTAIN 
 
A thousand apologies for the delay in get-
ting this month’s edition of the BUFFALO 
out on time. I wish I could lay the blame 
on the recent freezing weather in China for 
delaying my recent return to Hong Kong 
from Canton but the truth is the snow and 
ice never reached that far south. 
I travelled to Shamian, Guanggzhou some 
40 miles away after hearing about the bus-
tling transient stamp business taking place 
in a public park there, one of the 4 major 
stamp markets (after Beijing, Shanghai 
and Chengdu).  
However, when I got there, nothing much 
was happening , perhaps due to the time of 
the year. I was directed instead to a com-
mercial complex not far away where there 
were dozens of permanent stamp & coin 
dealers on 2 levels of the mall there.. 
Naturally if you collected China there was 
lots to see and do. Fortunately it was a 
weekday and I was able to move around 
with ease, checking out the display cases 
filled with albums, boxes and trays of 
loose stamps 
and covers, 
paper currency 
and coins, arte-
facts and stamp 
supplies. 
  
Several dealers 
thought I had 
brought stuff to 
sell them and 
were hoping for   1980 PRC LNY 8f Year 
of the Monkey “T” Series that everyone 
knows is a red-hot item worth 2000 yuan 
at least. 
I managed to find one tiny shop run by a 

polite but savvy young lady pricing her 

stamps from the latest catalogue listings 

on her laptop screen. I asked to see some 

early US & Hong Kong and did come 

away pleased with a small selection with 

interesting postmarks, shades and varieties 

all for under CAN$10.00. 
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Coming Events 
Doors Open 6:00 p.m. -  

Business Mtg. 7:45 p.m. 

1st & 3rd Thursdays (except Jul. & Aug.). 

Visitors always welcome. 

Main Floor, Scandinavian Centre,   

764 Erin Street 

2008 

RED RIVER  
STAMP BOURSE 

BEST WESTERN  
CHARTERHOUSE HOTEL  

330 YORK AVENUE 

SUNDAY, MARCH 9th 

10:00AM - 4:00PM 

MEMBERS' ADLETS 

Post  Car ds
Buy •  Sel l  •  Tr ade

Cal l
 
Ken

 

(204)
 
489-2249

kar ds escape.ca

@

@kards@mts.net 

MEMBERS’(Free) ADLETS 
 

WANTED  
Donations of Canada #8 & #10 pre-
paid envelopes for the WAG. Pl con-
tact Bert Brady at 783-6846 to ar-
range collection. Thanks. 
. 

OFFERS ENTERTAINED 
Canada 1999 Uncut Milennium Press 
Sheet (Unitrade 1812ii) Cat Val $130 
Framed. Make me an offer. Alf Brooks 

Feb 17 - Exhibit Workshop 1.30 
pm at Scan Cult Centre. 

Feb 21 - Business Meeting 

- Presentation by P. Lole 

(An Illustrated Philatelic 

Introduction to Magic 

Squares) 

Mar 6 -Meeting and Auction 

Mar 15 -Spring Public Auction 

Mar 20 -Business meeting 

-Presentation(To be an-

nounced) 

  
NB  The first meetings of each month 

are normally reserved for Auctions. 

The second meetings of each month 

are reserved for formal programs. 

Check out our 

WPS WEBSITE: 

WWW.WPS.MB.CA 

DOWNLOAD WPS AUCTION  

LOT DESCRIPTION SHEETS 

TALLY SHEETS 

Post Cards 
 
 

Call Ken @ 
(204) 489-2249 

kards@mts.net 

Buy Sell Trade 
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EDITOR NOTES 

BY AXEL OLSSON 

 
 
 

 
2008 STAMP SHOW DATES ANNOUNCED 
Members are reminded they have only two and a half months to 
prepare their exhibits for the 2008 WPS STAMPSHOW to be 
held at the Viscount Gort Hotel on the weekend May 2 – 4. If 
you have questions contact Al Wingate who is Show Chairman. 
(An exhibit workshop will be held by the WPS this Sunday Feb 
17th at the Scandinavian Centre at 1.30pm for anyone who 
could use a hand preparing and writing up his / her displays.) 
 
WPS SPRING AUCTION 
The WPS will hold its Spring Auction at the Scandinavian Cul-
tural Centre next month on the Ides of March, a Saturday, com-
mencing at 10.00 o’clock. Viewing starts at 9.00 am. Members 
of the public are welcome too. Interesting stamps & covers 
worth $2 up are sought from members (Limit 10 lots). Mark the 
date on your calendar: March 15th 2008. Free Admission. 
 
ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES SHOW 
On Sunday March 16th the Manitoba Antiques Assn will be 
holding a Collectibles Show from 10.00 am to 4.00 pm at Ca-
nadInns Hotel, Polo Park with the usual $4 admission charge. 
 
APS MEMBER WANTS TO SWAP 
Mike Cherrington has loads of US and world stamps and covers 
to exchange for your precancels and perfins of the world. His 
handle is m_dtexas@suddenlink.net. (underscore bet. m & d) 
 
THANK YOU NOTE 
The WPS Executive received thank you cards from the family 
of our late Member Mike Goodman from his sister Annie and 
his mother Irene for the Club’s help and support during Mike’s 
battle with cancer bravely fought. 
 
PHOTOCORNERS IDEAL FOR COVERS 
George Apps recommends getting photo corners for mounting 
covers on leaves from Dollarama (as well as sheet protectors). 
 
SPINK SHREVES ITALY SALE A BIG SUCCESS 
A total of US$745,000 (excl buyer’s premium) was realized at 
the Edward M.Gilbert Sale of Italy & 
Colonies held in New York on January 
29th 2008.  
The best price went to the highlight of the 
auction: this Offices in China ovpt 1919 $2 
on L5 Type II (Sc #30a) sold for 
US$41,600 (incl premium) exceeding the 
Scott value of US$34,500. 
( Our thanks to Rick Penko for this.) 
 
IS BIGGER BETTER? 
Two of the world’s oldest stamp companies have joined forces 
to create one of the largest worldwide philatelic auction houses. 
Based in the US, Matthew Bennett Inc (which already owns 
Harmers and Zurich Asia, together with Arthur Maury Corp in 
Europe plans to auction some of the rarest stamps in the World 
in a joint venture, beginning this year. 
 
Since the beginning of 2000, MB has auctioned the fabulous 

SUN Collection of China Red Revenues; the Lafayette collec-
tion of superb US 1869s ( incl the unique 24c block with In-
verted Centre); the famous US St Louis Bears collection, the 2c 
Hawaiian Missionary; the US 1847 first US issue in blocks on 
cover, etc etc, to name a few. 
 
EYE CANDY OR HANDY REFERENCE 
If you’re feeling bored and want to see some amazing mouth-
watering rarities of the World without having to spend a cent 
then you cannot do better than visit the website of ROBERT 
SIEGAL’S AUCTION GALLERIES at http://
siegalauctions.com/rarities.htm. Wonderful stuff! 
It lists and illustrates all major items sold by them with realiza-
tions, descriptions and colour scans by year beginning 1964 to 
the present. It also boasts the only (free) digital archive (since 
1998) of Siegal rarities lots available anywhere. 
 
BELGIUM’S INVERTED RARITY 
Continuing Norman William’s 1990 article on Philatelic Trage-
dies, this tale concerns a great oldtime dealer Paul Margoulis 
who was actually a specialist engineer but dealt in stamps part-
time. One hot day he bought a copy of Belgium 1920(Aug 5)the 
65 centimes black & claret picturing the town hall at Termonde, 
printed by Eschede.  
In those days a special plate was made for each part of the de-
sign to be printed in each colour, and the paper was put through 
the press twice. 
At least one of those sheets had the paper turned horizontally 
180 degrees between the printing of the black and the claret. 
The result was that each stamp had its centre inverted. Those 
stamps (printed in sheets of 25) were difficult to come by and 
Paul was happy to acquire a copy. He placed it in his pocket-
book which he put in his jacket pocket. 
Walking along the street,and the day being hot, Margoulis took 
off his jacket and carried it over his arm with the inevitable 
result that the pocketbook fell out before he arrived home. 
He discovered his loss later and the stamp was never recovered 
and he was never able to purchase another one before he died in 
January 1990, aged 83.  
 
AMERICAN LOSSES RECALLED 
Famous stamp dealer & philatelic writer Herman ”Pat” Hearst 
also had similar stories to tell: one concerned a dealer who had 
bought a full mint sheet of the 15c value US 1893 Columbian 
issue from well-known dealer Raymond H.Weill of New York. 
He chose to go home via the underground during the rush hour, 
and though he managed to find a seat, he feared for the safety 
of the stamps because of the way passengers were swaying into 
him. To ensure the stamps were not bent or damaged, this 
dealer decided to place the sheet behind him against the back-
rest, protecting the sheet with his body. He dozed off but awoke 
just as the train arrived at his destination. He dashed out, com-
pletely forgetting about the treasure behind him. What hap-
pened to it he did not know. He reported the loss to Lost Prop-
erty but the sheet was never turned in, much to his chagrin. 
Hearst also related the sad tale about a big collector of classic 
American covers to whom he sold a $300 item. The day was 
snowing and freezing when he caught the bus from 42nd St, 
New York. He was so pleased with the purchase he took it out 
to admire it and thought he put it back into his breast pocket, 
but it dropped to the floor when he got up to get off and it was 
trampled, soked and soiled when he returned for it later. 
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DEMAND FOR CHINA CONTINUES UNABATED 
 
Hong Kong has been playing host to overseas auction houses 
since the early seventies and STANLEY GIBBONS was first 
to auction stamps in the former British Colony in 1975. 
SOTHEBY’S and CHRISTIE’S wasted little time following 
suit but their forte lay in rare antiques, artwork and jewellery, 
(They did also sell rare postage stamps, which always seemed 
like a poor relative in terms of total realizations.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now with the booming economy in China even postage 
stamps are becoming big time. Last month in Hong Kong a 
block of 6 of the ever-popular 3c Red Revenue stamps pub-
licly offered by SPINK of London, fetched an astonishing 
HK$5.29 million(CAN$700,000)on January 20th, shattering 
the world record for a single China stamp item auctioned. 
 
The successful bidder did not even turn up at the Sale, prefer-
ring to remain anonymous by placing his bids by phone, but 
SPINK did afterwards reveal it was “an Asian collec-
tor” (Surprise!).The block was found, along with another 
block, tucked away in the back of an old album at SPINK’s 
London offices in 2007!Obviously the owner did not know its 
true value! 
For those who are not familiar with this item, the stamps were 
among the first batch to be issued immediately after the then 
Qing government (aka Ching Dynasty) scrapped the old cur-
rency system (units of silver) in favour of dollars and cents in 
1897. Because the launch of the currency policy was rushed, 
these stamps, which were to have been overprinted in Japan, 
were surcharged locally in China on stock prepared for reve-
nue use and many flaws and varieties exist that enable them to 
be plated.  (Our thanks to Rick Penko for this.) 
 
FAMOUS PHILATELIST 
 
The late US President F.D. Roosevelt was an ardent philatelist 
whose stamps helped him overcome his physical disabilities. 
Stricken with infantile paralysis when a young man, during 
his arduous life, President Roosevelt frequently turned to his 
stamp collection to take his mind away from the pain that was 
racking his body. 
“I love stamp collecting: it dispels boredom, enlarges our vi-
sion, broadens our knowledge and in innumerable ways has 
enriched my life. I can almost say that I owe my life to my 
hobbies, especially stamp collecting,” he was quoted saying. 

EBAY ACCUSED OF TRYING TO 
PULL THE WOOL OVER OUR 
EYES 
 
STAMPWANTS INC which recently gave away the C3a Air 
Mail Invert has publicly told its subscribers that while offering 
to lower insertion fees by 20%, EBAY has actually increased 
overall charges by as much as 40% wef February 20th 2008.( I 
hope our WPS VP Al Wingate will come forward to tell us if 
this is so, seeing that he gave a Talk at last October’s WPS 
Meeting on how to sell stamps on EBAY successfully.) 
It was reported in late January that the world’s largest Internet 
auctioneer, EBAY would cut fees in order to boost sagging 
sales performance and revive falling share prices that have 
dipped by as much as 50% since 2004.The Gallery would be 
free of charge henceforth. Sellers with poor track records would 
be eliminated and Paypal would be mandatory for all new sell-
ers. There will be unlimited protection for EBAY sellers all 
over the world and not just N America & Britain. Buyers who 
repeatedly ignored Unpaid Reminders would also be removed 
by EBAY. It will no longer be necessary to have “confirmed 
addresses” for EBAY purchases. Powersellers would get a 5% 
discount wef April 2008 and 15% off all Final Value fees. 
Feedback performance would be based on the previous 12 
months only in future. And the number of bidders sellers can 
block is increased fivefold to 5,000, spokesman Bill Cobb said. 
More listing exposure will be offered. 
EBAY’s CEO and President Meg Whitman steps down at the 
end of 10 years with the Company on March 31st to be replaced 
by John Donahue but she’ll remain on the Board of Directors. 
The new reckoning for any items selling under US$25 on 
EBAY will be subject to a new Final Value fee of 8.75% in-
stead of the current 5.25%--an increase of 67%, the STAMP-
WANTS notice warned. Sellers will be paying 40% more after 
deducting the reduced insertion fee it said. 
 
RATS! 
 
Several countries issued stamps 
in January 2008 to herald the 
arrival of the Year of the Rat in 
the Lunar calendar. Some of the 
designs were quite attractive but 
personally I liked the Canada 
issue least of all. (The mailman 
seemed to agree when he can-
celled my stamp with a ballpoint 
pen.) How the design got past 
the Canada Post Stamp Advi-
sory C’tee amazes me no end. 
(Perhaps Robin Harris can tell us if we’ll have to endure an-
other series like that beginning next year and whether there will 
be a reduction of superfluous issues as he himself had hoped.) 
 
PHILATELIC HUMOUR 
 
A blonde stops at her post office for some stamps to mail her 
Christmas cards. When she asks the clerk for 50 Xmas stamps, 
the man asks her, ”What denominations would you like, Miss?” 
The blonde says ”Heavens above! Has it come to this?? All 
right then, give me 6 Catholic, 12 Presbyterians, 9 Lutheran, 11 
Orthodox and 12 Baptist stamps, please.” 
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(Cont’d) The value of his stamps to President Roosevelt was 
illustrated by Harley Williams in his book,”The Conquest of 
Fear”.  
It was said that Roosevelt even carried his stamps with him to 
all his international conferences. 
 
JAMES BOND IMMORTAL-
ISED ON BRITISH STAMPS 

 
You may have heard about the 
recent issue in January of a set 
of 6 stamps by Royal Mail com-
memorating the centenary of the 
birth of the creator of 007, Ian 
Fleming. 
Here is a Sean Connery loo-
kalike with the issue promoting 
his many famous works (Dr No, 
Casino Royale, From Russia with Love, etc) 
 
 
MORE ON THE CANADA 1851 12d IMPERFORATE IS-
SUE 
 
Last month there was an article entitled GONE WITHOUT A 
TRACE in the BUFFALO but not much background informa-
tion was given about the stamp itself.  From the authoritative 
Bertram Poole’s excellent handbook (1916)on “The Stamps of 
Canada” I found out a lot more.  Here I quote:- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“The 12d value as every collector knows is a very rare stamp. 
Even had the full supply of 51,000 stamps, received in the first 
and only consignment from the manufacturers on May 4th, 
1851, been issued, it would have been a rare variety. But as a 
matter of fact, the greater portion of the consignment(49,900) 
was ordered destroyed and only 1,510 were actually issued”. 
Just 100 copies exist today, according to an article in CSN. Two 
full proof sheets are known. 
 
First issued on June 14th, 1851,with the post office in Hamilton, 
ON getting the lion’s share of 20% of the 1,510, while Toronto, 
Ottawa and Montreal each received 200 respectively at later 
dates. Montreal was issued with another 100 copies late in 
1854, making a total of 1000 copies between them. The rest 
were distributed among smaller offices within Ontario, with 
some getting as few as 15 stamps. None of the other provinces 
received any at all because they did not exist yet. 
 
It would seem to be a mystery as to why such a stamp was ever 
ordered, since only a few hundred were actually sold over a 
period of 3 to 4 years forcing the post office to discontinue its  
use in 1855. Actually the 12d black was intended to meet the 

postage rate to England, according to Poole, and was actually 
used for a time. Then the postage was reduced to 10d and the 
stamp fell out of favour.  
Perhaps there is still a chance of used copies surfacing in Brit-
ain if that is the case. Hence used specimens of the Canada 12d 
stamp are of the highest scarcity because hardly anyone even 
knew of its existence, much less used any. 
 
( If you’ll recall the Norman Williams article in the last BUF-
FALO, it actually mentioned COVERS bearing the 12d black. 
What a tragedy indeed if they were accidentally destroyed 
through carelessness! ) 
 
At the SOTHEBY Sale of the Sir Gawaine Baillie’s BNA col-
lection conducted in New York on May 10th 2006 which 
fetched over CAN$5 million, the best price was paid for a sin-
gle 12d black for US$224,250, including buyer’s premium. 
That’s almost DOUBLE the pre-Sale estimate and was bought 
by a Canadian private collector. {Can anyone tell me why there 
is a laid paper(1851)and a wove paper(1852)associated with 
this issue if there was just the one consignment?} 
 
Next time I’ll tell you WHY the denomination of this stamp 
was “12 Pence” instead of One Shilling, unless you already 
know the answer. Drop me a line if you have other related in-
formation! 
 
WINDFALL FOR NEW TENANT 
 
A seller I purchased from online weeks ago told me she found 
over 50,000 abandoned stamps in the New York house she re-
cently moved into left behind by the family (of a deceased 
dealer who ran a stamp business in the 1930’s)who had no fur-
ther use for them. 
 
The US & all World accumulation consisted of both mint and 
used starting from the 1800s up to the 1930’s, along with many 
heavily duplicated in neat bundles that might be fun sorting.  
Although not a collector herself she has been learning the ropes 
and getting organized, disposing of the stamps in small groups, 
she said. Guess she’s got her work all cut out. 
 

    SPINK SHREVES TO BREAK UP OUTSTANDING 
BOLIVIA COLLECTION IN MARCH 

 
SPINK SHREVES GALLERIES have really scored a major 
coup over the competition this time in getting the wealthy Ortiz
-Patino family to let them auction off this magnificent collec-
tion of Bolivia after it had sworn never to part with it, according 
to a well-placed source. 
The finest and most comprehensive collection of stamps and 
postal history of Bolivia ever formed, it was painstakingly built 
over a 35-year period and passed down from father to son; it 
goes on the block on March 5th, 2008 containing virtually all of 
the greatest known rarities of this South American country, 
many of which have never appeared at auction before.  All ar-
eas of Bolivian philately are extensively covered: outstanding 
stampless covers, the finest Condor issues ever offered in a 
single auction, foreign post offices in Bolivia, air mails, postal 
history and revenues, making it a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 
for the discerning specialist of Latin America and /or world 
rarities.. 
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 Postcard Show in San Francisco Postcard Show in San Francisco Postcard Show in San Francisco Postcard Show in San Francisco by Ken Kristjansonby Ken Kristjansonby Ken Kristjansonby Ken Kristjanson 

 
I recently attended a postcard show in San Francisco.I thought our 

members might like to hear of my experiences. 
I recently decamped Winterpeg for what I thought was sunnier  

climes to attend a picture postcard show in San Francisco. Unfortu-
nately northern California in January is cold and damp. The prox-

imity of the ocean cools everything.  

However, the 2 day show was small by US standards. The material 
made the trip worthwhile. Approximately 150 tables with dealers 
like our show taking multiple tables. The large dealers came with 
approximately 60 to 75,000 postcards. They had many topics as 
well as US by state and county. Disney is big in California as you 
can appreciate. But railroads, scenes, people and ships to mention a 
few were also popular. The other big interest was paper or ephem-
era. This included covers (envelopes), railroad timetables, calen-
dars, prints, matchbox covers, menus, ship-related paper items, 
maps, and a whole host of other items. Being paper their life was 
to be short-lived. However, because of our desire to accumulate 
this postal and commercial paper side of our history it survives to 
be enjoyed. Today’s generations are collecting not only postcards 
sent by lovers or husbands from the trenches but advertising blot-
ters and a myriad of other products. 

 The postcard scene recently received a boost when Frank Warren 
asked people to send him a postcard stating their innermost  
secrets that they have never ever told anyone. This brings back the 
postcards early beginnings as the cell phone of its day. He received 
over 200,000 postcards. It should also be mentioned he received 
1,000,000 emails. His work is travelling world wide. It is getting 
rave reviews and was actually here at the Winnipeg Art Gallery 
until Feb.10. Hope members got to see it. 

HIDDEN YEAR DATES ON CANADA STAMP DESIGNS HIDDEN YEAR DATES ON CANADA STAMP DESIGNS HIDDEN YEAR DATES ON CANADA STAMP DESIGNS HIDDEN YEAR DATES ON CANADA STAMP DESIGNS by 

Marjorie Hughes 

A few years ago I was lucky to find a compound microscope at the 
University of Manitoba garage sale which I bought ( for a bargain 
$5) for studying insects but recently I have been using to look at 
stamps instead. Everything appears more interesting at 20X power 
magnification! 
I was looking at the Canada 1974 Christmas Nativity stamp (#650) 
in hope of finding the “red tear on blue skirt” variety when I no-
ticed, on the lower left corner of the red-dressed angel, the copy-
right mark and year date: ©1974. When I searched other stamps 
for this mark I found the © date on all the 1974 stamps but nothing 
earlier. So I conclude that the 8¢ Swimming stamp of the blue 
“Keep Fit” Summer Sport series (#629) is the first stamp to bear 
this mark.  
 

Since then most Canadian stamps appear 
to have the © date mark, a handy way to 
sort a stamp to year and thereby help to 
find it in the catalog. The dates can rarely 
be seen with a regular magnifying glass 
but are usually visible with a 10x lens. 
The stamp designers don’t make it easy 
for you; the dates are often cunningly dis-
guised into the stamp design. For example 
on the recently issued (Dec.27, 2007) sou-
venir sheet of orchid definitives the © date 
is easily seen with a hand lens on the 
PERMANENT  stamp on the left side of 
the sheet, clearly printed in black ink on 
the white paper at the lower edge of the 
stamp. But the other three stamps on the 
sheet also have a tiny © date printed in green on the taller leaf 
of the plant. 
  
Even with my 10X lens I could not see the © date on the Year 
of the Rat stamp (Jan.8, 2008) but the microscope revealed it on 
the top of the parasol handle of the 52¢ and on rat’s foot on the 
$1.60 stamp. In both cases the © date is only printed as a pale 
area dropped out of the darker colour of the stamp and therefore 
quite pale and difficult to see. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
( Marjorie is quite right about the difficulty in spotting the date. 
Even with a good magnifying glass I could not make them out 
on the above Souvenir Sheet, scan supplied by yours truly. Ed.) 
 
One of the few cases where the ©date is mentioned in the UNI-
TRADE catalogue is on # 723a. The ©1978 becomes the num-
ber on the car’s license plate. But what about stamp #723? It 
has a date, © 1977, hidden in the buildings on the left side of 
the “street”, to the right of the grain elevator. This is the only 
case I have found where the © date does not correspond with 
the date of issue, July 6, 1978. 
I looked at the stamps from a few other countries to see if they 
also displayed a © date. The closest I found was British stamps 
which use date ©. This is printed in the margin of some recent 
British stamps but does not seem to be ubiquitous. I found dates 
on stamps from several other countries including USA and Ger-
many but without the copyright mark. I would be interested to 
hear from other readers on the subject. 
By the way, I never did find any classic “red tear on blue skirt” 
variety examples but several other interesting printing errors 
were visible with my little microscope. 
 
(The WPS Executive offers condolences to Marjorie on the 
recent loss of her mother early this month. RIP) 
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“Lest We Forget” : British Souvenir Sheets“Lest We Forget” : British Souvenir Sheets“Lest We Forget” : British Souvenir Sheets“Lest We Forget” : British Souvenir Sheets    

By Alf BrooksBy Alf BrooksBy Alf BrooksBy Alf Brooks    

 
In November 2006 and again in November 2007 British Post 
issued souvenir sheets, “Lest We Forget,” in honour of two 
battles of World War I.  I am not a collector of souvenir 
sheets, and many collectors see them as unnecessary, a means 
for taking money from collectors.  But on the basis of design 
I like these two and I am prepared to add them to my collec-
tion. 
 
The Battle of the Somme, 1916 
This massive British offensive began on July 1, 1916, at-
tempting to break through the German lines along a 40 km 
front north and south of the River Somme. One purpose was 
to draw German forces away from Verdun, where the French 
were experiencing huge losses; when the battle ground to a 
halt in November the losses were greater than French losses 
at Verdun: more than one million casualties, two men dead 
for every centimetre gained. 
 
July 1st sees the celebration of Canada’s birthday, but in New-
foundland the day is remembered for another reason.  The 
Newfoundland Regiment advanced down an exposed slope 
towards No Man’s Land that morning into heavy German 
fire; when it was over 710 were killed, wounded or missing. 
The roll call next morning had 68 men on parade. 
 
I have been to the Somme.  One of the most moving memori-
als is a statue of the Newfoundland caribou in Beaumont 
Hamel Memorial Park. 
The souvenir sheet of 2006 has five stamps, four of which are 
British regionals. The striking one shows poppies on stems of 
barbed wire. 

The Battle of Passchendaele, 1917 
 
    "I died in Hell 
    (they called it Passchendaele); my wound was slight 
    and I was hobbling back; and then a shell 
    burst slick upon the duckboards; so I fell 
    into the bottomless mud, and lost the light" ― Siegfried 
Sassoon 
 

The battle was fought for control of the village of Passchen-
daele near the town of Ypres in West Flanders, Belgium. 
Passchendaele has become synonymous with the misery of 
fighting in thick mud. Most of the battle took place on largely 
reclaimed marshland, swampy even without rain. The ex-
tremely heavy preparatory bombardment by the British tore 
up the surface of the land, and heavy rain from August on-
wards produced an impassable terrain of deep "liquid mud", 
in which an unknown number of soldiers drowned. 
 
After three months of fierce fighting the Canadian Corps took 
Passchendaele on 6 November 1917, ending the battle, but 
the Allies had sustained almost half a million casualties.  The 
major German offensive of 1918 regained almost all of the 
ground taken by the Allies at Passchendaele, with the Ger-
mans advancing about 6 miles. Every inch of ground (that 
had cost 450,000 casualties and 5 months to take) gained in 
the offensive was lost to the Germans in a space of about 
three days. 
 
In Ypres, on an arch known as the Menin Gate are carved the 
names of 54,896 officers and men who died in the Ypres Sali-
ent area and who have no known graves. It was found that the 
Menin Gate, immense though it is, was not large enough to 
hold the names of all the missing. The names of a further  
34,984 of the missing are recorded on carved panels at Tyne 
Cot Cemetery, on the slopes just below Passchendaele.  
 
Every night of the year, without exception, policemen close 
the road through the Gate to traffic at 8.00 p.m. and then 
stand at the salute while buglers from the Ypres Fire Brigade 
play "The Last Post". This occurs whatever the weather and 
there is always someone there to watch. I was there in 1989.   
 
During World War II while Belgium was occupied by the 
Germans there was no ceremony; the first day in 1944 that 
the town was freed, the ceremony was carried out again. 
 
The souvenir sheet of 2007 also has five stamps, four of 
which are British regionals.  The fifth stamp is part of a 
poppy blossom.  Look closely at it; the top of the black center 
is silhouettes of helmeted soldiers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
( Many thanks to Alf Brooks for this moving background 
account of these two handsome British souvenir sheets, re-
minding us once again that war is indeed a terrible tragedy 
that should be avoided at all cost.—Ed.) 
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
IN THE 

WINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETY 

 
NAME _____________________________________________ 
 
ADDRESS __________________________________________ 
 
CITY ________________________PROVINCE _____________ 
 
POSTAL CODE _____________ EMAIL___________________ 
 
PHONE ____________________________________________ 
 
COLLECTING INTERESTS ______________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________ 
 
 __________  REGULAR @ $35.00 
 
 __________  SENIOR @ $25.00 
   
 __________  JUNIOR / SPOUSE @ $20.00 
 
 ( ADD A ONE-TIME $2.00 ADMISSION FEE) 
 
IF YOU HAVE A FRIEND, ACQUAINTANCE OR FAMILY MEMBER 
WHO WOULD LIKE TO JOIN OUR CLUB, PLEASE PASS THIS APPLI-

CATION FORM ON TO THEM. WE WILL SUPPLY YOU WITH A 
REPLACEMENT BUFFALO. THANK YOU! 
                          
                                   WELLCOME!! 

MINUTES OF THE MINUTES OF THE MINUTES OF THE MINUTES OF THE     

WINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETYWINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETYWINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETYWINNIPEG PHILATELIC SOCIETY    

January 3rd 2008, By Judy Lipsey  

WPS President Russ Thompson called the Meeting to order at 7.45pm. 

Guests and visitors: Ken Morrison. 

 

Michael Zacharias received, on behalf of the club, 2 cards from the fam-

ily of the late Mike Goodman, thanking us for our support of Mike during 

his illness. 

 

Robert Zacharias announced that the spring auction will take place on  

Saturday, Mar. 15, at the Scandinavian Cultural Centre. Viewing of lots 

will begin at 9.00 a.m. and the sale will start at 10 a.m. Russ Thompson 

will do the bidding on behalf of absentees. Robert also said that there 

would be an exhibit workshop Feb. 17th Sunday, 1.30 pm. at the SCC, 

upstairs. 

 

Dick Johnson reminded us that the Winnipeg Art Gallery stamp sale will 

take place on Apr. 3-5, 2008 Also donations of stamps are welcome. 

 

Alf Brooks, on behalf of Axel Olsson, wanted to remind the membership 

that they could put adlets into the Buffalo for free, 25 words, twice per 

year, to encourage the exchange of materials. Also, the Buffalo needs 

articles. Material can be e-mailed to the editor, or a  copy given to Alf. 

 

Thank you to Marjorie Hughes for making the coffee every meeting. 

 

Ken Kristjanson gave us regards from Rick Penko and greetings for the 

new year. Thank you to Rick for his work at auctions. One item was 

forgotten, Rick had donated a membership to the Royal Philatelic Soci-

ety, for anyone who would be a new member. 

 

Door prize winner, Fred Ostapchuk. 

 

Al Wingate announced that there will be a 2008 Show committee meet-

ing on Jan. 10, 2008. 

 

Draw: Ed Wasyliuk, Michael Zacharias, Dick Johnson, Debbie Birch won 

prizes. The Meeting adjourned at 8.05 pm.  

January 17th, 2008, By Judy Lipsey 

WPS President Russ Thompson called the meeting to order at 7.45pm. 

 

Ken Kristajnson wanted to let us know that there was going to be an 

antiques show at the CanadInns Hotel, March 16, 2008. Also there is an 

interesting show at the Winnipeg Art Gallery, with postcards from all 

around the world that were sent with messages of people's innermost 

secrets, and that show will be on until Feb. 16, 2008. 

 

VP Al Wingate told us the results of the 2008 Show committee meeting 

of Jan. 10. The Show will take place May 2-4 at the Viscount Gort Hotel, 

1st floor. The exhibit frames will be on the 2nd floor but will only be avail-

able on Saturday and Sunday. VP Bill Pooley will coordinate the volun-

teers, so be generous with your time when he asks. Russ will organize 

the security which we will take care of ourselves (rather than hire an 

outside company). We may have more room for dealers than last year, 

if we get them. The exhibits will be separate from the dealers. We want 

to make this year’s show pay its way, Al said. 

Andy Zook’s wife passed away. RIP. 

Bob Stanley talked about the advantages of belonging to national phila-

telic associations and encouraged members to join up. He has member-

ship forms for both BNAPS and the Royal Philatelic Society. (Cont’d)  

 

 

 

 

 

Place mailing label in same 
direction as this text 

HAPPY VALENTINE’S ! 

Dick Johnson reminded us that the Winnipeg Art Gallery stamp sale 

will take place on Apr. 3-5, 2008. 

 

Robert Zacharias announced that the Spring Auction will take place 

on Saturday, Mar. 15, at the Scandinavian Cultural Centre. Viewing 

of lots will begin at 9.00 a.m. and the sale will start at 10 a.m. The 

minimum bid for any one item should not be less than $2.00 and 

not more than 10 lots per member. Robert also said that there 

would be an exhibit workshop Feb. 17th Sunday,1.30 pm. at the 

SCC, upstairs. 

Draw: Herb Warkentin, Ken Swan, Ken Kristjanson, Tom Prescott 

won prizes. The Meeting adjourned at 8.00pm.  


